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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

FA 1213  FICKEY-FIELDS, Amanda  2004-2007

Student folk studies project titled “Historic Survey of 10 Representative Houses Designed by James Maurice Ingram in the Bowling Green Area.” Project includes architectural descriptions, photographs and architectural drawings of ten representative houses eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria C (Design/Construction). Also included in this collection is a project by Robin Zeigler in support of nomination to the National Register of Historic Places of the historic architecture of James Maurice Ingram in Warren County, Kentucky. Application includes history, classification, and other documentation regarding historic properties designed by local architect James Maurice Ingram.

1 folder. 2 items. Originals.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Architecture – Warren County
Ingram, James Maurice, 1905-1976 – Relating to National Register of Historic Places

Smith/Jeffrey  10/05/2018